Modern distributed systems are often characterized by very large scale, poor reliability, and extreme dynamism of the participating nodes, with a continuous flow of nodes joining and leaving the system. In order to develop robust applications in such environments, middleware services aimed at dealing with the inherent unpredictability of the underlying networks are required. One such service is aggregation. In the aggregation problem, each node is assumed to have attributes. The task is to extract global information about these attributes and make it available to the nodes. Examples include the total free storage, the average load, or the size of the network. Efficient protocols for computing several aggregates such as average, count, and variance have already been proposed. In this paper, we consider calculating the rank of nodes, where the set of nodes has to be sorted according to a numeric attribute and each node must be informed about its own rank in the global sorting. This information has a number of applications, such as slicing. It can also be applied to calculate the median or any other percentile. We propose T-RANK, a robust and completely decentralized algorithm for solving the ranking problem with minimal assumptions. Due to the characteristics of the targeted environment, we aim for a probabilistic approach and accept minor errors in the output. We present extensive empirical results that suggest near logarithmic time complexity, scalability and robustness in different failure scenarios.
Introduction
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† An extended version of this paper is contained in Technical Report Eprints 1511, University of Trento, Italy. http://eprints.biblio. unitn.it/archive/00001511/ and leaving the system. Special middleware services are required that shield the application from the resulting unpredictability of the environment.
One such important service is aggregation [1] . Aggregation is a common name for a set of functions that provide a summary of some global property in a distributed system. Possible examples include the network size, the total free storage, the maximum load, the average uptime, location and description of hotspots, etc. The computation of simple aggregate values can be used to support more complex protocols. For example, the knowledge of average load in a system can be exploited to implement near-optimal loadbalancing schemes [2] .
Previous work exist [3, 4] on gossip-based algorithms for computing a large collection of aggregates [5] , including maximum, minimum, means, counting, sum, product, variance and other moments. Thanks to the gossip approach, the algorithms are characterized by extreme robustness and scalability, together with a very small communication cost. In this paper we tackle the ranking problem, that is closely related to the sorting problem, where the task is to sort the nodes according to their attributes; the additional goal is to inform all nodes about their own index (rank) in the global sorting.
In this paper we propose T-RANK, that, under minimal assumptions, creates and overlay representing a sorted list and informs all nodes about their rank in (empirically) logarithmic time using a logarithmic number of messages per node.
There are countless protocols and applications that maintain or rely on a sorted list/ring overlay. We build on T-MAN [6] to create the list, and then we add long range links to this topology in an informed manner so that ranking information can be propagated in a logarithmic time. Our contribution lies in the scalability, speed and small cost of obtaining ranking information from scratch, without assuming the existence of a structured overlay.
System Model
We consider a network consisting of a large collection of nodes that are assigned unique identifiers and that commu-nicate through message exchanges. The network is highly dynamic; new nodes may join at any time, and existing nodes may leave, either voluntarily or by crashing. For the sake of simplicity, in the following we limit our discussion to node crashes, that is, we treat nodes that leave voluntarily as crashed nodes. This clearly represents a worst case scenario, since we could add special procedures to handle node leaves. Byzantine failures, with nodes behaving arbitrarily, are excluded from the present discussion.
We assume that nodes are connected through an existing routed network, such as the Internet, where every node can potentially communicate with every other node. To actually communicate, a node has to know the identifiers of a set of other nodes (its neighbors). A neighborhood relation over the nodes defines the topology of an overlay network. Given the large scale and the dynamism of our envisioned system, neighborhoods are typically limited to small subsets of the entire network. The neighbors of a node (and so the overlay topology) can change dynamically.
The Algorithm
This section gives a formal description of the ranking problem and the basic concepts, along with the solution we propose: the T-RANK algorithm.
Definition of the Problem
As mentioned before, all nodes in the system hold a value that is used in the sorting problem. For the sake of simplifying language, we will often refer to the value as if it was the node itself.
The input of the ranking problem is a set N of N nodes, together with a total ordering relation , defined over N . We assume that, given two nodes r and q, each node can establish whether r q or q r, that is, nodes know and can apply the ordering relation. We define a ranking distance function d : N × N → Z, where d(r, q) is equal to number of "hops" that must be traversed to go from one node to the other:
The goal of the protocol is to compute the ranking position of each node in the ordered sequence defined by , corresponding to its distance from the first node of the sequence (i.e., the one with the minimum value), and to also inform each node about its rank.
Motivated by the arguments given in the Introduction, we are interested in a completely decentralized solution, where each node participates in a "democratic" way (i.e., with the same amount of resources) in the computation of the ranking, using only local information.
The Idea
The idea behind the proposed solution is the following: if we can efficiently build a structured overlay topology over the set of nodes that reflects the order relation, that is, that embeds the ordering as a linked list, we can use it to (i) discover the first node in the sequence (and thus its rank: 1), and (ii) propagate rank information following the overlay links and we can also add shortcuts to the overlay defining the ordering so as to facilitate the propagation of the rank information.
The sorted list/ring overlay, enhanced with shortcuts, is by now a standard component of a wide class of distributed algorithms, mainly distributed hash tables (DHTs). It is therefore important not to confuse our proposal with DHTs. Our goal is to build the structure quickly and cheaply from scratch, dynamically, perhaps for several attributes simultaneously or sequentially. The structure itself will often be only temporary, needed only until ranks have been calculated. The design goal of DHTs, where maintaining the structure is the key goal, is therefore not appropriate. Accordingly, known DHT algorithms are not applicable, as they solve a different problem.
Let us introduce some notations. The topology that embeds the ordering will be a one-dimensional linear lattice topology, illustrated in Figure 1 (a). Each node r is connected to the nodes whose ranking distance is less than a configuration parameter K ≥ 1. We call these nodes leafs; each node r will maintain two distinct leaf vectors, called leaf P and leaf S , respectively containing nodes that preceed (predecessors) or succeed r (successors):
The length of these vectors is the number of non-⊥ elements. The length is at most K but sometimes smaller: obviously, those nodes that are closer to the beginning or the end of the ordering than K will not have K nodes preceeding them or succeeding them, respectively. Also note that the larger K is, the higher the probability is that the overlay network will not get partitioned due to node or link failures.
Once this network is available, a trivial solution to the ranking problem is the following: the nodes whose leaf P set is smaller than K can easily compute their rank, which is equal to the number of leaf P entries. Whenever a node r discovers its rank v, it sends a message to each node q = leaf S [i], informing q that its rank is equal to v + i. It is easy to see that this algorithm will eventually lead to each node knowing its rank in the total order .
The problem with this solution is the number of steps required to complete the algorithm, which is O(N ). To improve the speed of convergence, we build a finger-based topology, as shown in Figure 1(b) , where nodes are connected to "distant" nodes in the ordered sequence. These nodes are called fingers. In our solution, we want to build a target topology, where the finger set of a node r contains all nodes whose distance from r is equal to 2 i , for i ≥ 0. As with leafs, each node r organizes the information about fingers in two vectors finger P and finger S , with predecessor and successors fingers, respectively:
Note that definition of fingers given here is different from the one of Chord [7] . Our fingers are defined based on their distance between their index over the sorted listed of nodes, while Chord fingers are defined based on the distance in the identifier space. This is clearly motivated by the specific goal of our protocol, and can be very significant if the distribution of attribute values (that we cannot control, unlike node IDs in Chord) is far from uniform.
The propagation algorithm can now be modified to exploit also the fingers: a node r with rank v can send a message to its finger q = finger S [i] informing it that its rank is v + 2 i . It is easy to see that, in the absence of failures, the number of steps needed to complete the algorithm is O(log N ), thanks to the exponential distance of fingers, assuming that all fingers are informed in a single timestep.
In the rest of this section, we provide the algorithmic details of the protocol. For building and maintaining the ordered topology, we rely on T-MAN [6] . T-MAN is a gossipbased protocol scheme for the construction of several kinds of topologies. A brief overview of T-MAN is included below; interested readers may refer to the original paper for details [6] . Subsequently we focus on the description of T-RANK, the algorithm used to discover fingers and propagate rank information.
The T-MAN Algorithm
T-MAN is a gossip-based protocol scheme for the construction of several kinds of topologies. Each node maintains a list of neighbors. This list is of a fixed size, and updated periodically through gossip. In a gossip step, a node contacts one of its neighbors, and the two peers exchange their lists of neighbors, so that both peers have two lists: their old list and the list of the selected neighbor. Subsequently both participating nodes update their lists of neighbors by selecting the new list from the union of the two old lists. The key is how to select peers for a gossip step, and how to update the list of neighbors based on the two lists.
In T-MAN, the peer selection and the list update functions are implemented based on a ranking function (not to be confused with the ranking in this paper). The ranking function can be used to sort the list of neighbors to create an order of preference. This order of preference can be used to select peers and to update the list. The ranking function of T-MAN is a generic function and it can capture a wide range of topologies from rings to binary trees, from n-dimensional lattice to sorting. In particular, in the case of sorting, the order of preference is defined by the function d(r, r ′ ) as defined previously.
The T-RANK Algorithm
The T-RANK algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2 . Even though the system is not synchronous, we find it convenient to describe the protocol execution in terms of consecutive real time intervals of length δ called cycles. We describe the algorithm following its organization, namely introducing variables and discussing their initialization first; then, we present the periodic section, whose task is to discover new fingers and propagate ranking information. As anticipated above, each node maintains four vectors leaf P , leaf S , finger P and finger S . The first two contain the leafs, as obtained by T-MAN. The last two should contain fingers whose distance is equal to 2 i ; due to failures, however, discovering nodes at the required distance may be impossible. For this reason, the finger vectors are allowed to store nodes whose distance is smaller than required, and two dist vectors are created to contain the actual distance of nodes. If a finger is discovered with distance d included in
, it is stored in finger t [i] (where t corresponds to the appropriate direction); furthermore, value d is stored in dist t [i] .
In addition to these vectors, four variable sets are maintained. Their goal is to reduce the amount of messages sent by the algorithm, by storing information about the nodes that need to be updated. In particular, newleafs and newfingers contain the indexes of the nodes to which the rank information need to be propagated, while next P and next S contain the indexes of the new discovered predecessor and successor fingers. All these sets trigger the sending of corresponding messages in the periodic section of the algorithm, after which they are emptied.
Finally, variable rank contains the current estimate of the rank position. rank is initialized to -1 to denote that the node does not know its position yet.
The algorithm initialization is as follows. First, the leaf and finger vectors are initialized as described in Section 3.2, and the dist vectors are set accordingly. Second, nodes that are beginning of the ordered sequence (recognized by a leaf P set smaller than a given threshold ) initial-
// Initialization: leaf P and leaf S are initialized by T-MAN, with K leafs Init finger P , finger S based on leaf P , leaf
repeat periodically every δ time units // Send rank foreach i ∈ newleafs : ize their rank based on the cardinality of leaf P and update their newleafs and newfingers sets to start sending ranking messages to their neighbors. The core of the algorithm is given by the periodic sending of messages and their handling. Two kinds of messages are sent: RANK are used to notify nodes with their rank position, while VIEW messages are used to build the finger table. Communication is one-way; as we will see in Section 4, the algorithm is capable of dealing with message losses.
RANK messages are sent to all nodes in newleafs and newfingers; the rank value contained in them is computed by adding the distance of the destination node (obtained by the position in leaf S or the distance in dist S ) to the rank of the local node. After the sending of the message, newleafs and newfingers are emptied, to avoid further sending of the same value. When a RANK message containing a new rank value is received, the node updates its local value and stores all leafs and fingers in newleafs and newfingers, to propagate the new rank value to its successor neighbors. Note that the rank value is considered new only if it is greater than the previous value; this is because in case of a non-perfect leaf ordering (as the one produced by T-MAN), the estimate of this value can be initially smaller than the real value.
Finger tables are built in the following way. Each node sends a VIEW message containing its predecessor fingers to its successor ones, and a message containing its successor fingers to its predecessor ones. In this way, at each cycle a node discovers nodes that are progressively further away from itself; for example, when a node p receives from its successor q with distance 2 i a successor finger r of q whose distance is 2 i , it discovers that r is distant 2 i+1 and can fill the corresponding entry in finger S . In case of failures, if a node p receives a message from a non-perfect successor finger q with distance in [2 i−1 , 2 i − 1], containing a nonperfect successor finger r with distance in [2 i−1 , 2 i −1] from q, the distance from p to r is in the range [2 i , 2 i+1 − 1] and r can fill the corresponding entry.
To avoid sending an excessive amount of information, just new fingers (the one stored in mask = next P ∪ next S ) are sent to the opposite nodes. In the algorithm, we abuse of notation by writing finger t ∩ mask and dist t ∩ mask (t = P, S), to indicate this restriction. Clearly, if the next P or next S are empty, the corresponding message is not sent.
Function tosend() is used in the figure to determine the set of fingers to which the VIEW message has to be sent. For the moment, we consider a function that returns always true, meaning that fingers are propagated to all nodes. This is the safest assumption in the case of failures, but also the more costly one. We will see alternative possibilities in Section 4.
When a VIEW message is received, the node verifies whether some of the nodes received may be used to insert a new entry or replace an existing one in the finger table. The predefined function bits(x) returns i if x is contained in ]2 i−1 , 2 i ]. If a new finger is found, it is added to next P or next S ; if it is a successor finger, and the node has already received a rank estimate (certified by rank ≥ 0), newfingers is updated as well.
Evaluation
All experiments in the paper were performed with PEERSIM, a simulator optimized for executing cycle-based protocols such as T-RANK [2] . In all figures, 20 individual experiments were performed. Averages computed over all experiments are shown as curves. In most of the experiments, the empirical variance of the results is very low. When this is not true, the variance has been shown through error bars. We present a set of experiments executed over a perfect regular lattice, where each node is connected K nodes that preceed it and to the K nodes that succeed it in the linear ordering. The perfect regular lattice can be produced by T-MAN in the absence of failures; these simulations serve thus as a baseline for comparison with the experiments on non-perfect lattices and to illustrate the robustness of the T-RANK algorithm with respect to node failures.
Additional experiments have been performed, starting from more realistic topologies as built by the T-MAN distributed protocol. The extreme robustness is confirmed, even with the suboptimal topologies constructed by T-MAN. For space reasons, these results are reported in the technical report.
To evaluate our protocol, we are also interested in the following metrics: convergence speed and communication cost. Regarding convergence speed, we are interested in how many steps are needed to inform all nodes about their rank. Regarding communication cost, two kinds of messages are sent, rank and VIEW. The latter ones represent the higher cost, because they are sent in each cycle to all the current fingers.
Orthogonal to these figures of merit, we are interested also in the scalability and robustness characteristics. Figures 3 and 4 show the behavior of the protocol when executed starting from a perfect lattice. The T-RANK protocol was executed on a simulated network of 2 18 nodes. Three curves are shown, corresponding to a failure probability of 0%, 0.5% and 1% per cycle If we consider 1s cycles, the latest probability is extremely high, approximately two order of magnitudes larger than what you observe in normal P2P systems. Figure 3 shows the number of nodes that have obtained the correct estimation of the rank after each cycle. In the absence of failures, the number of nodes knowing their correct rank grows exponentially. In case of failures, the growth is slightly slower, due to the impossibility to discover some of the farthest fingers. In both cases, the number of cycles to complete the rank estimation is reasonably low. Figure 4 shows the total number of VIEW messages exchanged per node after each cycle. In the absence of failures, if a node p knows a finger whose distance is 2 i , at the next cycle it will discover a link whose distance is 2
i+1
(if such finger exist). This quickly leads to completion of the finger tables of all nodes, after which no VIEW messages are sent. Failures, on the other hand, may slow down the discovery process, as long-range fingers may not be present due to unavailability of nodes.
To illustrate the scalability of our protocol, we have tested it on networks with different sizes ranging between 2 10 and 2 18 nodes. Results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . As before, three curves are shown, corresponding to a failure probability of 0%, 0.5% and 1% per cycle. Figure 5 shows the number of cycles needed to complete the protocol, i.e. for all nodes to know their exact rank. Such desirable output has always been reached in all our simulations, independently of size and failure probability. As mentioned earlier, in a static network the number of cycles grows logarithmically with respect to the size of the network. The presence of failures slow down the algorithm, but only by a small constant factor. Figure 6 shows the total number of VIEW messages per node. In this case, the growth is superlogarithmic with respect to the size of the network. Yet, the number of messages involved (around 300 in a static network with to 2 18 nodes) is very small when compared to the size of the network itself.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed T-RANK, a protocol for solving the ranking problem in large-scale, dynamic networks. The protocol bootstraps a one dimensional lattice overlay network representing the sorting of the nodes and assigns the ranks based on propagating rank information in this overlay network while simultaneously enhancing the overlay with long range links to facilitate the propagation process.
It has been pointed out that the speed of rank calculation is logarithmic if a sorted list overlay is given. It is also guaranteed to converge in the absence of failures. Most importantly, apart from these simple theoretical observations, we have presented extensive empirical evidence showing that the protocol can be practically implemented based on T-MAN, that provides the sorted list in approximately logarithmic time, and that it is scalable and robust to node failures (churn).
As of applicability, reasonably cheap information on ranking is potentially important in large scale dynamic distributed systems, where the shape of the distribution of many attributes could be unknown and can be very far from uniform. Ranking provides the basis to derive percentiles of the distribution, that can be used for slicing. We can also use ranking to help identify the distribution of a certain attribute.
